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Abstract—This paper presents methods for the detection of
textual expressions of users’ affective states and explores an
application of these affective cues in a conversational system –
Affect Bartender. We also describe the architecture of the system,
core system components and a range of developed communication
interfaces. The application of the described methods is illustrated
with examples of dialogs conducted with experiment participants
in a Virtual Reality setting.
Index Terms—Affective Interactions, Conversational Agent,
Textual Affect Sensing, Sentiment Classification

I. I NTRODUCTION
Interactive environments that host business, educational
or entertainment applications, e.g., online customer service
centers, virtual training systems or immersive virtual worlds,
benefit from the introduction of realistic autonomous characters such as online representatives and consultants, virtual
tutors or non-playable characters. Such artificial entities serve
tasks that often cannot be handled by human operators in a
sustainable fashion because of restrictions on the availability
of qualified staff, scalability, responsiveness, high costs, etc.
One important aspect of such applications is to deal with
the affective states of their participants. In many application
domains, for virtual autonomous characters to successfully
conduct their tasks in the long term requires a system to be
competent in both exchanging task-specific information with
the users as well as establishing, maintaining and developing
a personalized connection with them. I.e., apart from the goaloriented information exchange systems have to also take other
aspects of the ongoing communication into account , e.g., a
user’s affective state or his/her satisfaction level. It requires
systems capable of detecting changes in a user’s affective
states and suitably reacting to them by incorporating emotional
cues to the generated autonomous characters behaviour. For
the purpose of this work, we define affective cues as indicative
evidence of a user’s affective state that can be perceived by
the agent; in particular, in the case of a conversation system,
these relate to the textual expressions of user’s affective states.
Sentiment Analysis (also known as Opinion Mining) is the
area of research that deals with the computational treatment
of expressions of private states (i.e. personal states that are
not open to objective observation or verification) in written
speech. Its aim is to extract, assess and understand the nature
and general properties of opinions, sentiments and emotions

explicitly expressed or implied in textual communication.
Therefore, as human users are able to assess the emotional
state of their conversational partner and accordingly adapt
the communication style of any task-specific information
to suit the particular situation, sentiment analysis provides
this important function to conversational agents, with the
overeaching goal of approximating the human response as
faithfully as possible.
This paper focuses on the description of a conversational
agent – Affect Bartender and on the presentation on how the
information on textual expressions of user’s affective states
is applied in the dialog management. After an overview of
relevant works from the areas of textual affect sensing and
affective conversational agents, the architecture of the agent
is presented. This section also describes the system layers,
the core software components and introduces the system communication interfaces. In section 4, we focus on the methods
applied for the analysis of textual expressions of users’ affective states. Next, we describe how the acquired information
is incorporated into the dialog management component of the
conversational agent and present excerpts of dialogs between
the Affect Bartender and an experiment participant.
II. R ELEVANT R ESEARCH
Opinion mining has been a popular research topic within
the natural language processing (NLP) community, because it
presents both interesting academic questions and significant
commercial interest. The latter issue in particular has directed
most of the research towards the analysis of product reviews
[1], [2], where the overall aim is either to predict the number of
stars given to a product by the reviewer or in the binary case to
correctly identify whether the author recommends the product,
based on the textual content of the review. Nonetheless,
research into other kinds of textual content, such as political
debates [3], news [4] and blogs [5] has also been presented
recently. In this paper, we are interested in the identification
of the affective states of users in a conversational system.
The textual content of such systems usually comprises of
short, informal-style textual exchanges, which is significantly
different from the content of reviews, which tend to be more
lengthy and syntactically and orthographically correct, as they
are usually addressed to a much wider audience. Our approach

is therefore mostly relevant to the work of Neviarouskaya et
al. [6] which try to predict the emotion of users based on
the psychological theory of basic emotions and Thelwall et
al. [7], which focuses on short, informal comments posted on
MySpace and provides a ordinal prediction of valence in both
the positive and negative dimension.
The design and development of artificial systems that
integrate the modelling of emotional behavior focuses an
interest of the research community[8][9][10]. Work in this field
includes the recognition of affective states in human-computer
interaction, in particular the analysis of multi-modal inputs:
auditory modality [11], [12], [13] visual modality (e.g, facial
expressions)[14], as well as their combination [15] [16] [17].
The research findings are applied, among others, in interactive
systems, including e.g., the embodied conversational agents
(ECAs), and Virtual Humans (VH) [18], [19] [20] [21].
The management of human-computer conversations that
consider emotional cues is also a central area of interest in
the design of Affective Dialog Systems (ADSs). This multidisciplinary field accommodates contributions from a range
of research areas, e.g., speech recognition, dialog processing,
computer graphics, animation, speech synthesis, embodied
conversational agents and human-computer interaction [22],
[23]. Numerous works provide significant evidence that emotional factors play a crucial role in human-computer interaction
systems. For example, in the development of ECAs the integration of affective components enhances agents believability,
tutoring systems that take into consideration the motivational
states of students and attempt to suitably influence them can
support the learning process [24].

The core tasks of the Affect Bartender in the context of the
virtual bar scenario include:
• perception and classification of affective cues from user
utterances and system response candidates,
• incorporation of the affective cues (based on text-analysis
or provided by the 3D VR event engine that represent the
emotional facial expression of the user’s avatar) into the
dialog management,
• developing an emotional connection with the users (affective dialog management),
• management of task-oriented dialogs (closed-domain dialog),
• ensuring robust communication capabilities for conversations not restricted in topic (open-domain chats),
• detection of cues in the system-user interactions that
enable the selection of suitable system response generation method (task oriented dialog vs. open-domain
conversations).
At the top level, the system architecture consists of 3 layers:
communication, perception and control. Figure 1 presents the
layers of the system architecture and the interaction loop with
the environment.

III. C ONVERSATIONAL AGENT – SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The Affect Bartender, i.e., the conversational agent presented in this work is responsible for the management of the
verbal communication between a VH (the virtual bartender)
and a user, represented in the virtual 3D bar by an avatar
(virtual client). The motivation for the incorporation of affective cues in the Affect Bartender’s perception and dialog
management layers follows the empirical findings of Reeves
and Nass [25]. There, the authors reported that users apply
social norms to computers and that the user’s satisfaction can
be enhanced when interacting with systems that are capable to
perceive the user’s affective cues and to suitably incorporate
them in their behaviour.
The main objectives for the system in the above presented
interaction scenario included:
1) achieving realistic dialogs,
2) providing an enjoyable overall chatting experience,
3) establishing and maintaining emotional connection with
the users.
The implementation of the system is based on the concept of
Affect Listeners [26], conversational agents aiming to detect
and adapt to affective states of users (i.e., textual expression
of users affective states), and meaningfully respond to users’
utterances both at the content- and affect-related level.

Fig. 1. Layers of the conversational system architecture and the interaction
loop with the environment.

A. Perception Layer
The Perception Layer integrates a number of natural language processing tools, linguistic and affective resources to
analyze the user utterances and system response candidates.
The presented implementation of the Affect Bartender’s Perception Layer include in particular the following components:

•

•

•

•

•
•

Dialog Act (DA) classifier – dialog act classes are based
on the annotation schema used in the NPS Chat Corpus
[27]. Based on the requirements of the Affect Bartender
scenario, we decided to extend the originally used taxonomy of DA classes (Accept, Bye, Clarify, Continuer,
Emotion, Emphasis, Greet, No Answer, Other, Reject,
Statement, Wh-Question, Yes Answer, Yes/No Question),
with an additional class “Order” (i.e. for ordering drinks).
For this additional class 339 training instances were provided. The original NPS Chat class “System”, irrelevant
for the system-user dialogs, was excluded along with the
set of corresponding training instances. For the presented
taxonomy and training set, the Maximum Entropy [28]
based DA classifier1 achieved 10-fold cross validation
accuracy of 71.2%,
Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count - LIWC (LC). This
lexical resource provides a classification of words along
64 linguistic, cognitive, and affective categories [29], cf,
section IV-A,
Sentiment Classifier (SC) – provides information on:
sentiment class (SC) i.e., negative {-1}, neutral {0},
and positive {1}. Further it assigns positive sentiment
value (PS) {+1,. . . ,+5} and negative sentiment value (NS)
{-5, . . . , -1} of user utterances and system response
candidates, cf. section IV-B,
Regular expressions and gazetteers used for detecting
instances of bar-context specific entities, i.e., drinks (DR)
and snacks (SN),
Surface features detector – e.g., exclamation marks (EM),
emoticons (e.g., EE-sad, EE-smile),
Utterance focus (UF) and utterance interest (UI) detector
[30].

Figure 2 presents the excerpt of the Perception Layer
annotation for example inputs: “I really like being here! :=)”,
“What else can you offer to drink?”, “Do you always have
so many customers?”, “You must be kidding! No more pina
colada?”, and “Didn’t you forget to pay the bill last time??”.
B. Control Layer
The layer manages the progression of a dialog by relating
the observed dialog states to the intended ones (e.g., querying
and follow-up questions on the user’s affective states, conducting specific bartender tasks). In this process, the Control Layer
incorporates cues acquired by the Perception Layer described
above (e.g, linguistic or affective categories discovered in a
user utterance). The Control Layer generates a number of
response candidates and then selects the system response
from these. In this processes, the component integrates the
rule-based action selection – Affect Listener Dialog Scripting
(ALDS) with the command interpreter for the Affect-Bartender
AIML-set. Both are described in sections 5.

Input
I really like
being here! :=)
What else can you
offer to drink?
Do you always have
so many customers?
You must be kidding!
No more pina colada?
Didn’t you forget to
pay the bill last
time??
Fig. 2.

Perception Layer Output
(excerpt)
DA-Statement SC-1 NS- -1
PS-5 LC-Affect:Posemo
:CogMech DR-0 EE-smile
DA-whQuestion SC-0 NS- -1
PS-3 DR-0 LC-Social:Ingest
:Leisure
DA-ynQuestion SC- -1 NS- -1
PS-1 DR-0 LC-Social:Quant
:Work UF-cutomer
DA-Statement NS- -3 PS-1
LC-Social:Discrep:Certain
DR-pina colada EM-1
DA-ynQuestion Sc- -1 NS–3
PS-3 LC-Money:Work:Past
:Negate

Perception Layer – annotation example.

C. Communication Layer
The Communication Layer enables the conversational system to connect to a range of communication interfaces. This
includes channels that are predominantly textual, e.g., Jabber2 ,
ICQ3 , Google Talk4 , Facebook Chat5 , IRC6 and a webchat
interface (web browser based). Further, the Communication
Layer can also mediate connection between the Affect Bartender system and a Virtual Reality Event Engine that integrates the conversational system with a Virtual Human, e.g.,
Virtual Bartender [31]. In the later case, the Affect Bartender
and 3D VR Event Engine can be situated on separate remote
servers and the Communication Layer can handle their connection via the XMLRPC protocol7 . In particular, in the settings
that incorporate textual and visual cues, the Communication
Layer can receive and decode user utterances as well as values
on arousal and valence which are calculated as part of the
process for generating emotional facial expressions of avatars
and Virtual Humans. Further, the layer formats and dispatches
the system responses.
IV. A FFECTIVE C UES – P ERCEPTION AND
C LASSIFICATION
The ability to detect and to classify textual expressions of affective states in utterances of the users is a core prerequisite for
the Affect Listener/Affect Bartender systems. In the described
realization of the conversational agent two affect detection and
classification methods are used: Sentiment Classifier [32] and
Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) dictionary [33].
These resources provide information on the affective cues in
user utterances or in system response candidates.
2 http://xmpp.org/
3 http://www.icq.com/
4 http://www.google.com/talk/
5 http://www.facebook.com/sitetour/chat.php

1 MaxEnt

- http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/lzhang10/maxent toolkit.html Maximum Entropy Modeling Toolkit.

6 http://www.irchelp.org/
7 http://www.xmlrpc.com/

A. Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count
The Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) dictionary
used in the Affect Bartender’s Perception Layer, enables the
conversational agent to detect 64 linguistic, cognitive and
emotional dimensions. The applied, regular expressions based,
search mechanism discovers the matches between the word in
the inputted text snippets (i.e., user utterance, system response
candidates) and the entries from LIWC dictionary.
Among others, this resource provides 32 word categories
that are tapping psychological processes (e.g., affective such
as positive and negative emotions; social such as family,
friends and human; cognitive such as insight, causation, tentative), 22 linguistic categories (e.g., adverbs, negations, swear
words), 7 personal concern categories (e.g., home, religion,
work, leisure) 3 paralinguistic dimensions (fillers, assents,
nonfluencies), for almost 4500 words and word stems [33].
For example, the word “compassion” is categorized in 3
categories: affective processes, positive emotion and social
processes; the word “grief” in 4 categories: affective processes,
negative emotion, sadness (psychological processes) and death
(personal concern). The dictionary also uses word stems such
as e.g., “drunk*”, that enables the classification of words like
“drunken” and “drunkenness” with categories like: biological
processes, ingestion and leisure. In the recent years, LIWC
has been successfully applied in various psychological and
psycholinguistic studies that included e.g., the investigation
of linguistic style, the relations between language use and
speakers personality [34].
The system’s Perception Layer applies the LIWC dictionary
to detect words in the user utterances and system response
candidates which are related to affective categories such as
positive emotion, negative emotion, anger, sadness and anxiety.
Further, the dictionary provides also cues about other categories useful for managing the system user communication,
taking into consideration the agent’s tasks i.e., expressions
from categories such as: health, swear words, leisure, or work.
B. Sentiment Classifier
Previous research has shown that although machine-learning
techniques are very effective in the domain of product reviews,
simpler, lexicon-based approaches are more appropriate when
analysing short, informal exchanges [32], [7], [6] and therefore
we adopt the latter approach. Lexicon-based approaches are
typically based on manually or semi-automatically constructed
lists of words, each annotated with a score, indicating their
emotional content. In our experiments we used two different
emotional word-lists: The “General Inquirer” and “Linguistic
Inquiry and Word Count” (LIWC) software8 , the latter as
enriched by [7]. We utilize the emotional indicators assigned
to the words in those dictionaries and enhance the final
prediction by taking into consideration simple, linguisticallydriven signals, such as negation detection, capitalization, intensifier/diminisher identification, emoticon detection, etc., which
contribute in modifying the final emotional weight assigned to
8 http://www.liwc.net

a phrase. For example the word “love” has an initial score of
+4 in the latter dictionary, but if detected in a sentence with exclamation marks its score increased by 1, to a final score of +5.
Respectively if a negation is detected before the word, then its
valence is reversed and decreased by one to a final score of -3.
The algorithm outputs a vector of two scores, one for the positive scale and one for the negative on the format {neg,pos},
where neg={-5,. . . ,-1} and pos={+1,. . . ,+5}. Higher absolute
values indicate higher emotional content in that dimension and
{-1,+1} indicate lack of emotion. For example {-4,+1} would
indicate a strong negative emotion, {-1,+5} a very strong
positive emotion and {-3,+4} a mixed emotional response
where the positive emotion slightly overwhelms the negative.
The emotional score of a textual utterance is estimated as the
maximum score in both the positive and negative dimensions.
For example, the phrase “I hate the fact that I love you so
much!!” would have a final score of {-3,+4} because of the
existence of both negative words (i.e., “hate”) and positive
words (i.e., “love”), the score of the latter increased due of the
presence of exclamations marks and the intensifier expression
so much. More information about the classifier as well as a
comparison of its effectiveness against state-of-the-art machine
learning classifiers can be found in [32].
V. A FFECTIVE C UES – A PPLICATION IN THE D IALOG
M ANAGEMENT
Affective cues play an important role in the generation
of response candidates as well as response modification and
selection processes.
In particular, the agent uses information on the affective
states when one of the following conditions are met:
• detection of a high arousal in a user utterance (Sentiment
Classifier),
• rapid change in the user’s affective states (based on two
consecutive message exchange turns, i.e., analysis of user
utterances or {v,a} values of the avatar’s emotional facial
expressions),
• recognition of a system response that was generated by
a ‘confusion statement’ template, (i.e., the system was
unable to retrieve a response that has a direct relevance to
the factual content of a user’s utterance), paired with the
detection of a particular affective category in an utterance
of the user (LIWC).
In the first situation the detection of a high arousal is based
on the information acquired from the Sentiment Classifier presented in section IV-B. In the presented system, the activation
threshold was set to +5 for the positive and -5 for the negative
sentiment. In the practical interaction settings, these values
signalize the usage of highly emotional words, which are often
found in the utterances that contain information important for
the user or which convey strongly emotional expressions.
The recognition of a rapid change of the observed affective
states, as expressed by the emotional facial expressions of the
user’s avatar, enables the dialog manager component to relate
to the visual cues that are perceived by the user during the
interaction. This affective cue is incorporated into the dialog,

i.e., the agent generates questions which explicitely refer to
the displayed emotional facial expressions and their relevance
for the affective states expressed verbally by a user.
For artificial conversational systems the inability to generate
a suitable response on the basis of an analysis (i.e., semantic,
discourse) of recent utterances is a relatively frequent problem,
especially in open-domain applications. The third initiation
condition for the application of affective cues in the dialog
management provides the possibility to shift, in such situations, the focus of the system response from the semantics of
the user utterance, to e.g., its affective content. In the current
system the list of categories used for applying this method
of response generation includes: positive or negative emotion,
swear words, anger and health. They are detected using the
LIWC dictionary.
A. Affect Bartender AIML set
The Affect Bartender AIML set (AB-AIML) provides a
robust fall-back mechanism capable to generate system responses for a range of inputs which do not match activation
cues of the provided ALDS scenarios, cf. section V-B. In
particular it generates response candidates for open domain
contexts. The adaptation of a more generic Affect Listener
AIML9 set [26] for the purposes of the Affect Bartender
system was twofold, aiming at enabling the system to generate
response candidates that:
• convey the Virtual Bartender’s openness, interest in users’
feelings, current mood, events which are of importance
for them, etc.
• provide knowledge specific to the bartender tasks, and
the virtual bar settings.
The response candidates are acquired based on the AIML response retrieval mechanism. The AB-AIML set contains 14825
patterns, 8549 response instructions, 782 ’that’ statements and
6999 ’srai’ substitution rules.
B. Affect Listeners Dialog Scripting
Affect Listeners Dialog Scripting (ALDS), described in
more detail in [26], enables the creation of interaction scenarios that:
• provide capabilities to manage task oriented parts of
verbal communication that include several dialog turns,
i.e., system and user utterances,
• take advantage of the system’s perception capabilities
(i.e., natural language analysis, affective states analysis)
that extend beyond a simple matching mechanism that is
solely based on keywords or textual pattern.
In particular, in the presented version of the Affect Bartender system, the ALDS scenarios rely on the affective,
linguistic and cognitive categories discovered in a user utterance. In contrast to more complex communication tasks,
e.g., receiving orders in a virtual bar context, the usage of
affective cues relies on a pre-defined link between an initiation
condition (e.g., user inputs and/or system state) and a specific
9 AIML

- Artificial Intelligence Markup Language

User: jeez.. that sucks!
Perception Layer: DA-Statement LC:Swear: NS- -4
Dialog State (match. cond.): LC-Swear,
Confusion statement=1
System: most of our clients don’t use this type
of expressions. i would appreciate if you don’t
use them too often also ;) thanks!
Fig. 3. Dialog excerpt based on AB-ALDS - LIWC activation cue applied
in the Confusion Statement state.

system response template. For example, information about
an extraordinarily high positive or negative sentiment in a
user utterance can trigger a system response focusing on the
expressed state rather than on the content of a user utterance
e.g.: negative sentiment (NS= -5), example system response:
“are you disappointed? ..if it is my fault, i am really sorry..”.
The ALDS scenario used in the Affect Bartender system
also incorporates information on dialog act classes, surface
features of the utterances (e.g., emoticons) and the base valence and arousal values used for the generation of emotional
facial expressions for the avatars and VH. The last feature
enables to incorporate coarse-grained information about the
facial expression observed in a given moment by a user.
For examples, if an utterance is classified as negative and at
the same time the valence expressed by the avatar’s facial
expression is positive the system might react by generating an
utterance, such as: “You are smiling, but what you say doesn’t
sound that optimistic... What is going on?”.
Further, rapid changes in the base valence values for user’s
avatar facial expressions can trigger the system with a response
that relates to that. For instance if a difference between two
consecutive valence values assigned to the avatar’s emotional
facial expressions is significant (n>4), and during both utterances the arousal value {a} was larger than a set threshold,
the system might generate the following response candidate:
“You look much more optimistic than just a second before...
Goooood :) Can you tell me what cheered you up?”.
Response generation scenarios that are based on the detected
LIWC categories are applied to create system utterances in
situations when all of the so-far generated response candidates
contain a “confusion statement”. This signalises the system’s
inability to relate to the semantic content of a user utterance.
For example, the discovery of swear words in a user utterance
might lead in such cases to the following system response:
“Most of our clients don’t use this type of expressions. I would
appreciate if you don’t use them too often also ;) Thanks!”.
Figure 3 presents an example along with the activation cues
discovered in a user utterance annotated in the Perception
Layer.
Each category of the affect-related ALDS scenarios (i.e.,
sentiment class, emotional facial expressions, particular affective or linguistic category of LIWC dictionary) is used only
once during an interaction.

System: so what would you like to have?
Dialog State (update): Accepting Orders=1
User: do you happen to have sidecar?
Perception Layer: DA-ynQuestion DR-sidecar
Dialog State (match. cond.): Accepting Orders=1,
drink-1, DA-Order=0
System: yes, we have it.. would you like it now?
User: yes, please.
Perception Layer: DA-Order
Dialog State (match. cond.): Accepting Orders=1,
drink-1, DA-Order=1
System: ok :-) sorry it took a while...
here you are.. enjoy!
User: thanx!
Fig. 4.

Dialog excerpt based on AB-ALDS - example of order reception.

The management of tasks, specific for a bartender relies
on the system’s capability to detect particular cues in user
utterances (i.e., Perception Layer annotation) and relate these
cues to the observed dialog states. Figure 4 presents an excerpt
of a system-user communication, typical for the initial stages
of dialogs conducted with the experiment participants. The
provided ALDS rules enable the system to update the dialog
states (e.g., system response: “So what would you like to
have?” results in the activation of an “Accepting Orders” state)
and to progress a dialog in an attempt to discover the remaining activation cues that enable a completion of a particular
dialog scenario. As long as the particular dialog state is active,
the system stores the scenario’s activation cues (e.g., detection
of a drink name in a user utterance – ”sidecar”; detection of
a particular Dialog Act class – ”Order”). If all the required
activation cues, necessary for a completion of a scenario are
discovered, the system generates a closing response (e.g., “ok
:-) sorry it took a while... here you are.. enjoy!”). In such case,
the system’s dialog memory is cleared from the activation cues
that were relevant to the recently completed scenario and are
not related to other active scenarios.
Figure 5 presents an excerpt of the Affect Bartender user interaction log, recorded during experiments in a Virtual
Reality setting that illustrates a change between a task specific
part of a dialog (i.e., ordering drinks) with the one that aims
at the detection of users affective states and the reasons for
them.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
Limitations of the input processing capabilities are often
referred to as the restricting factor for a wider adaptation
of virtual characters in various application scenarios and
domains. This includes the ability to perceive affective and
attentive cues from users and to appropriately incorporate this
information to the system’s generated behaviour.
This work focuses on the presentation of methods for the

System: hi! what would you like to drink?
User: coke, please
System: here is your drink!... enjoy :D
User: thanks
System: you are quite welcome :) i feel i
should ask you how was your day so far?
User: it is not bad
System: is not bad?
User: no, i had a pretty good day today, why not
System: i see. any specific reasons for that?
User: actually, i got nice results for my experiments
...
Fig. 5. Excerpt of the Affect Bartender - user communication at the beginning
of an interaction.

perception of textual affective cues from system-user communication and their application for the management of conversational agent-user interactions. To date textual messages,
either used alone or in combination with other modalities,
are still the prevalent mode of communication between users
and computer systems. In practical, real world applications,
the dependency of computer systems on the textual modality
provides an argument for the further research on methods
for processing of the natural language input, including the
detection and analysis of textual expressions of affective states.
In numerous communication tasks, the ability of the computer
systems to correctly identify the existence and polarity of
emotions expressed by users, based on the analysis of short,
informal messages is a prerequisite for the affective analysis
of the ongoing communication and the basis for managing
affective aspects of the interactions with users. Such tools also
enable the annotation of textual communication between the
users in open channels, e.g., blog discussions, Twitter-style
short message exchanges, social networks status updates10 ,
which provides insights on the role of emotions in the humanhuman communication. These are useful for modelling, and
in future, for application of the acquired insights to the next
generation of affective conversational agents.
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